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Become a fan and Like us on Facebook for more RHC information
Dani Gilbert, CPA, CRHCP
RHC Consultant
Healthcare Business Specialists
Suite 214, 502 Shadow Parkway
Chattanooga, Tennessee  37421
Phone: (833) 787-2542
dani.gilbert@outlook.com
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RHC Information Exchange Group on Facebook
•"A place to share and find information on RHCs."
RHC Information Exchange Group on Facebook

Join this group to post or ask questions regarding RHCs. Anyone is welcome to post about meetings, seminars, or things of interest to RHCs.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1503414633296362/
What does Healthcare Business Specialists do?

- We prepare Medicare and Medicaid Cost Reports for Rural Health Clinics.
- We prepare Program evaluations of RHCs.
- We help clinics startup as RHCs.
- Emergency Preparedness for RHCs.
- We prepare Tenncare Quarterly Reports.
- RHC Cost Report Brochure can be found at the following link:

Listing of Services

https://tinyurl.com/w63xbp9
2020 Dates

Nashville 11/5
Somerset, KY 11/12
Alabama, 11/18
Healthcare Business Specialists is using this COVID-19 website to provide resources for our RHCs. We have provide links to valuable information as you deal with this world-wide pandemic.

Here are the resources provided in our COVID-19, Infection Control and RHCs with Southern Evals - Taylor Cottano and Patty Harper on March 12, 2020

• Recording of COVID-19 Webinar on March 12, 2020 with Taylor Cottano and Patty Harper (Placeholder)
  • COVID-19 Presentation by Taylor Cottano on March 12, 2020 (PDF)
  • COVID-19 Presentation by Patty Harper on March 12, 2020 (PDF)
  • COVID-19 Administrative Presentation by Mark Lynn on March 12, 2020 (PDF)
• Listing of who to alert if you have a suspected case of COVID-19 (Local Office of Public Health and the CDC)
• Infection Control - COVID-19 FAQs from the CDC
• Handwashing Materials from the CDC
• Handwashing Posters
• Handwashing Fact Sheets
• Handwashing video for adults
• Additional Handwashing Information from the CDC
• Southern Evals Website
• inQuiseek LLC Website

http://www.ruralhealthclinic.com/covid19
OTHER IMPORTANT COVID-19 RESOURCES FOR RHCS

Besides the information presented in the webinar, here is a listing of links to important information about COVID-19 and rural health clinics.

• CDC Current Emergencies Website with updated guidance from CMS on COVID-19
• Tennessee COVID-19 Website
• Kentucky COVID-19 Website
• Emergency Preparedness Tabletop for COVID-19 Powerpoint Presentation (PPT)
• Emergency Preparedness Tabletop COVID-19 Facilitator Manual (Word)
• Emergency Preparedness Tabletop COVID-19 Participant Situation Manual (Word)

http://www.ruralhealthclinic.com/covid19
Questions or Comments?

Please type your questions in the Questions area of Go To Webinar. Additionally, we will open up the lines for questions at the end of the 50-minute webinar.
• Agenda

• COVID-19 and your RHC presented by Taylor Cottano of Southern Evals (30 to 35 minutes)

• Practice Management Tips for responding to COVID-19 by Patty Harper of inQuiseek, LLC (10 to 15 minutes)
Taylor J. Cottano, RN, BSN, CIC
Founder / CEO

225.324.0475 direct
934 Third Street, Suite 700
Alexandria, LA 71301
www.sevals.net

- Taylor is one of the top regulatory compliance clinical consultants in Louisiana. He is the founder and CEO of Southern EVALS, a regulatory compliance consulting firm that specializes in helping hardworking healthcare providers and organizations increase revenue while maximizing efficiency. Taylor and his team have helped countless healthcare providers and organizations successfully obtain licensing, certification and accreditation all while helping them navigate their always-changing regulations. He has both a bachelor’s degree in biology and nursing both earned from Louisiana College. He was recently recognized by the IFAH as One of the Top 100 Healthcare Leaders in the Nation and is 1 of 24 Certified Infection Preventionists in Louisiana, one of 1,000 in the entire United States, and 1 of just over 5,000 in the entire world. Taylor has previous experience as a front-line nurse specializing in critical care in both medical and surgical intensive care settings. His true passion has always been helping others and is obsessed with helping healthcare providers and organizations get crystal clarity on a direction for success in their future.

www.sevals.net
Patty Harper is CEO of InQuiseek, LLC, a business and healthcare consulting company based in Louisiana. She has over 21 years of healthcare experience in the areas of healthcare finance & reimbursement, health information management, compliance, and practice management. She began her healthcare career as a hospital controller and reimbursement analyst. Patty holds a B.S. in Health Information Administration (cum laude) from Louisiana Tech University. She is credentialed through AHIMA as a RHIA, CHTS-IM, and CHTS-PW. Patty successfully completed AHIMA’s ICD-10 Academy and has been recognized as an ICD-10 Trainer. She is also Certified in Healthcare Compliance (CHC®) thorough the Compliance Certification Board. Patty is a frequent speaker and contributor for national, state and regional and rural healthcare associations on these and other reimbursement-related topics. She has held memberships regional, state and national organizations throughout her healthcare career including NARHC, NRHA, AHIMA, MGMA, and HFMA. Patty currently serves on the Board of NARHC and LRHA.